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ABSTRACT  

All of us who love design and who spend time working on the decor of our 

homes want the same thing: to live in a beautiful space that looks like it could be 

featured in one of our favorite shelter mags. It's a good goal to have. It doesn't really 

matter if it ever does, just so long as it has the look that we really love. A lot of the 

time though, that's where things start to get really tricky. 

INTRODUCTION 

If a small living room is cramping your style and has become a place in your home 

that really isn’t utilized, there are some design tips and tricks to make even the 

smallest of rooms seem larger. From where to place your furniture to the right kind of 

lighting, and how to use every inch of the floor and walls so there’s no wasted space, 

we’ve rounded up ideas that will help you make the most out of your available 

square footage, no matter the dimensions of your room.  

I. 7 Styling Secrets to Make Your Home 
Look Amazing 

How do we create that on-trend editorial look in spaces that aren't in magazines but 

in the real world where stuff accumulates, kids are kids, wires are necessary and 

sometimes there's just no time and no energy to keep everything looking perfect? 

 

This space is full of amazing design secrets, any one of which will help push your 

decor in the right direction. The color palette is a simple and classic black and white. 

Pops of color and global patterns come in through an assortment of pillows on the 

sofa. A Moroccan rug adds texture and a simple geometric print. 

But of all the things that this room does right, perhaps the most outstanding is the 

chandelier. A chandelier is jewelry for your interior. No room is complete without 

lighting and chandeliers are great go-tos. 



Colorblocking 

Colorblocking is all the rage right now. Creating an entire room in a single color isn't 

easy, but the results can be amazing. A great way to start is by matching your paint 

color to a favorite piece of furniture. The key to making a colorblocked space work is 

in finding room for patterns or complementary colors to create a stunning display. 

In this room, the green of the credenza and the walls match perfectly which makes 

the space instantly engaging. What keeps the color from becoming overwhelming 

however is the softer wood tone of the floor and the small pop of pattern from the 

rug. However, both of these elements are subtle enough to not compete with the 

green. 

Incorporate Fresh Flowers 

As we've all learned from years of looking through photographic house tours, 

creating good vignettes is one of the central skills for a designer. And one of the 

most central parts of this skill is including fresh flowers as a finishing touch to the 

room. With something so small and simple as adding flowers it might be easy to 

underestimate its importance, but you shouldn't. 

Flowers are always wonderful to have in a space. They add a natural element to a 

space that is always refreshing. Visually, they add another layer of color that can act 

as a pop to brighten a room or match other colors in the space as a way of pulling 

everything together. 

Painting Door Trim 

Giving your space an artsy and sophisticated look is about skillfully doing the 

unexpected. Take people by surprise with patterns and colors in interesting places. 

This room gives us a perfect case-in-point. Painting the trim of your doorways 

creates a dynamic entrance while giving you a subtle and unexpected way to bring 

color home. 

Hang Your Drapes From Ceiling to Floor 

Here's a secret for hanging your drapery that will improve the look of your rooms 

exponentially: always hang your curtains from the very top of your wall. It's important 

to do this even if the window itself doesn't go up that high. 



 

Hanging curtains from the highest possible point draws attention to the height of the 

space, a move that adds instant drama to your design. And if you want to be sure 

that everyone sees what you've done, make your curtains an important part of the 

room decor by hanging them in an eye-catching shade. 

Play With Complementary Colors 

Color is one of the most important elements in any space. Make your spaces stand 

out by thinking outside the box about color. 

This space gives just a hint of the possibilities when you play with complementary 

color combos and make them your own. Instead of red and blue, try pink and 

peacock for a new and bright infusion of color in your interior. 

Paint Your Ceiling  

When you have high ceilings, take paint all the way up. Adding color to your 

ceiling draws the eye up, adding interest and height to your interior. 

II. 10 Small Living Room Ideas 

 

 



If you need small living room design ideas that make a compact room seem 

spacious and ready for some living, here are ten of our favorite tips for how to 

decorate a small living room. 

1. Go High 

 

One of the easiest ways to maximize space in a small living room, and to give the 

appearance that the room is much larger, is to design up. This means taking your 

curtains and the curtain rod close to the ceiling instead of right above the window. 

Make sure to add extra inches to your curtains to avoid an awkward length. 

When it comes to your artwork and wall decor, go beyond eye level and build up 

towards the ceiling. Design your gallery wall to extend to the ceiling or add shelves 

that are stacked higher than the middle of the wall. When you walk into your living 

room, these design strategies will pull your eyes upward and give your room the 

appearance of being larger and more spacious. 



2. Go Low 

 

Contrast the higher decorating details with lower stylings. From couches and chairs 

that sit close to the ground, to coffee tables and ottomans that are designed to be 

low, the contrast of high and low designs will stretch your space and give the illusion 

of a larger room. 

3. Skip the Sofa 

 



Instead of crowding your small living room with multiple sofas or a large sectional, 

make a seating area with two smaller chairs. You can create a cozy space that is 

welcoming and stylish without shrinking the room. Position the chairs towards the 

focal point in the room-the fireplace, entertainment center or coffee table- to make 

the chairs feel connected to the rest of the space. 

4. The Right Size Rug 

 

In a small living room, you’ll want to avoid large pieces of furniture that can crowd the 

space, but when it comes to the rug, bigger is better. A large rug that fills the space 

will anchor your room and give the appearance of a much larger living room. A 

smaller rug can look like it’s floating in the middle of the room and make your space 

look choppy and small. Not sure what size rug will work in your space? Grab a roll of 

painters tape and map out the outline of a rug on the floor. Choose different sizes so 

you can see what size and shape rug will best fill your space and leave your room 

looking larger. 



5. Add Mirrors 

 

A favorite trick of designers is to add mirrors to a small space to make the room 

appear bigger. Mirrors add light and dimensions to any room and can be an 

inexpensive way to create the look of a much bigger space. However, not all mirrors 

are created equal. Since the goal is to add space, skip mirrors with very large and 

ornate frames.  

These frames cut down on the actual mirror and can seem overpowering in a small 

room. Instead, opt for a small frame around your larger mirror. To boost the reflective 

powers of your mirrors, pair them with a light source like a table lamp or sconce that 

is placed close to the mirror. If you are creating a gallery wall, consider adding a 

mirror into the mix. 

 



6. Go Vertical 

 

Use the vertical space in your living room for styling and storage. If your room 

doesn’t have builts-ins, a floating storage unit can be added to the wall to hold your 

favorite pieces of decor as well as the TV and other items you’ll want in your living 

room. Since space is limited, decorating vertically gives you more options and gives 

the room the appearance of being more spacious.  

Be sure to decorate from bottom to top in order to pull your eyes up when in the 

room. A vertical storage unit or shelves are great options if you have an alcove or 

angled wall that you aren’t sure how to decorate. 

7. Bring in the Light 

 



Light is a key design feature in any room, but it is essential in a small space. Skip the 

heavy window treatments that will block out the natural light and choose curtains or 

shades that will let the light in. Add interesting lamps and light fixtures to your room 

that go beyond just a lamp on an end table. Brighten a wall and add a fun design 

detail with wall sconces. Add a light behind a couch or in a corner with floor lamps of 

varying heights to brighten the room. Don’t forget about the ceiling. A light fixture on 

the ceiling will draw your eyes up, add interest to your room and lighten your space. 

8. Choose Furniture That Moves 

 

From small end tables that can scoot from one end of the room to the other, to an 

ottoman that can be used as a coffee table, seating or storage, and chairs that can 

be easily moved around your space, choose furniture that doesn’t have to stay in 

one spot. A bar cart on wheels means when it’s not cocktail hour, the cart can pull 

double duty as storage or make room for more seating. By creating a flexible space 

with furniture that can be moved and rearranged easily, you’ll do a lot more living in 

your living room. 



9. Pop With Color 

 

A lighter color palette will make your living room look bigger and more spacious, but 

that doesn’t mean you have to skip on all colors. Instead, add pops of color in a 

couch, pillows, rug, artwork, or a connecting room that has a bold accent wall. Keep 

your walls and ceilings light and neutral in a small living room to give the appearance 

of being larger, but get creative with color in your accent details. 

10. Float Your Media Center 

 

If you are looking for a solution to free up floor space, avoid a big and bulky media 

unit, and create something that is eye-catching, consider a floating media center. 



Start by mounting your TV to the wall and attaching floating shelves above and 

below the television. Now you have a place to hide wires and cords but also a spot to 

add touches of decor and more storage. Slide ottomans under the bottom shelves or 

transform the lower shelf into an at-home workspace. This is a space you can 

personalize and make it totally your own. 

III. How to add value to your home – in 9 
ways 

If you're thinking about how to add value to your home, and perhaps add more space 

too, then we have solutions, advice and ideas for both. They're all cheaper than 

moving – so, check out our guide... 

 

If you're wondering how to add value to your home, while increasing living space at 

the same time, there are so many options. After all, moving costs can make buying a 

larger home somewhat unrealistic, so improving rather than moving often makes 

good sense.  

It is no coincidence that making your home bigger (or even just so that it feels 

bigger) will add value, so enhancing space is a common priority. If you already know 

you want to extend your home, read our complete guide to extending a house, but 

you might be surprised by what can be done within the existing footprint. 

So, whether you're investing in your home with the addition of an extension, loft 

conversion, basement conversion or by reconfiguring the layout of your home for a 

more open plan feel (or to fit in that new sofa), find out how to add space to your 

home, and make your home more sought after.  

Which improvements add the most value to your house really depends on its current 

size, state of repair and where it is. The following improvements below are generally 

believed to add value to a house, but the essentials should be right before doing 

anything more drastic. For example, there's no point in adding a kitchen extension, if 



your current boiler doesn't work well, if there are holes in the roof of the main house 

or if the facade of the house is untidy.  

Equally, extending your house so that it's markedly larger and better than any other 

house in the street or surrounding streets may make it nicer to live in, but you may 

find when you come to sell that the price you'd hoped for can't be achieved because 

your spend has exceeded the profit potential. 

So, before you proceed, it's always worth talking to a trusted estate agent to see if 

the work you're planning, and the budget you've put aside, will achieve what you 

want it to. Use our extension cost calculator to work out the price of larger projects. 

1. Improve the interior layout by knocking through 

You don’t always need to extend to increase the space or to add value to a house; 

sometimes it’s the layout or room size that is wrong. Improving the spatial flow or 

maximising the views to the garden can add tens of thousands in value if done right, 

but take structural advice before you start.  

 

An architect can offer suggestions for improving an open plan room layout, perhaps 

by removing internal walls to open up a through living room or a kitchen-dining 

space, or to create a larger room from several smaller ones. 

2. Create an open plan kitchen diner and living space 

One of the most popular home transformation projects to add value to a house is 

knocking through between an existing kitchen, dining and living room to create 

an open plan kitchen diner. This is better suited to our modern lifestyle of treating our 

kitchens as the hub of the home, not only for eating and cooking, but relaxing, 

entertaining and family time too. 

 Expect to pay £400 to £600 for a stud wall to be removed and made good. 



 If the wall is load bearing, you’ll need to speak to a structural engineer, who 

will advise on installation of supporting steels – this is likely to cost upwards 

of £2,000. 

 Be aware that relocating your kitchen sink, dishwasher or washing machine 

will incur extra plumbing costs. 

 And factor in designing a kitchen, which will cost upwards of £5,000. 

Make sure that your new kitchen is accessed directly from the hallway, as you don’t 

want to have to walk through other rooms to get to it. Also consider putting the 

kitchen itself in the darkest part of the room, as this is where you will spend the least 

time and it will need plenty of artificial task lighting anyway. It makes far more sense 

to put the dining or living areas closest to the windows, where you can sit and enjoy 

the views and light. 

If you don’t want to go completely open-plan, consider installing sliding pocket or bi-

fold doors between rooms, which will enable you to open the space up or close it off 

as and when required. Sliding pocket doors typically cost from a couple of hundred 

pounds for a single door kit, up to thousands for glazed bi-folds. 

In a sizeable home, if you spend £20,000 on a new kitchen appropriately, you could 

add £50,000 in value to your property. Take a look at our guide to making a new 

kitchen cost less so that you can achieve a stylish finish, on a budget. 

3. Find space for a utility room 

If you have gone down the open-plan route, finding space to add a utility room can 

be a great practical addition and add value to a house. It keeps the noise of white 

goods out of the living space and gives you a place to hide away laundry and 

cleaning gear.  

New stud walls cost between £400 and £600 to install and can section off an 

unused area of your kitchen to create a utility. Although it’s usually best to have 

direct access to the outside for muddy boots and coats, you don’t technically need 

any doors or windows in a utility room, although you will need to factor in ventilation.  

If space is really tight, you can even fit a utility space into a cupboard in another 

room or within a wide hallway. See our small utility room ideas for inspiration. 

If the under-stairs cupboard is used as a dumping ground, measure it up and 

consider stacking your washing machine and dryer. Installing a worktop in a storage 

cupboard can create a handy work station. If there is potential to add plug sockets, 

you could free up kitchen worktop space by moving appliances. 



If you are fitting out a utility room to match the kitchen, expect to pay from £2,000, 

including plumbing and wiring.  

4. Install new windows 

If your house has single glazing, consider having double or even triple glazing (if 

there is outside noise), as it will improve the warmth and energy rating of your home. 

If they were double-glazed more than 15 to 20 years ago, the windows may no 

longer be performing well, or the seal could have gone in the unit. In this case, they 

will probably need replacing.  

 

Choosing new period windows that are in keeping with the style of the house can 

enhance its external appearance considerably. 

With a cost of £25,000, glazing your windows will add up to £60,000 to the value of a 

four bedroom property. That's a great return! 

You may also consider adding windows to increase the amount of incoming light, 

especially in north-facing rooms. Installing new or bigger windows, choosing sliding 

or bi-fold doors can make your home feel bigger and brighter, too – find out more in 

our guide to maximising daylight in your home. 

Rooflights are especially effective for filling a space with natural light. Alternatively, 

try to add a window where the best light source is available, opting for obscure glass 

if the new window will be facing a neighbour’s house. Check with the duty planner at 

your local council before proceeding with installation. 

5. Convert your loft 

Adding a loft conversion will offer additional space for an extra bedroom, home 

office, or playroom and is a cost-effective way to add value to a house. A dormer 

extension will give you extra headroom, but position these to the back of the property 

rather than the front or side, so that they are less visually intrusive. 



With an average cost of a loft conversion being £30,000, an additional room could 

raise the value of your property by £50,000. A simple room-in-roof conversion, using 

just rooflights and no dormers, will cost even less, so it is one of the most cost 

efficient ways to add value to your home. 

6. Upgrade your central heating 

Installing efficient central heating reduces energy bills and is appealing to future 

buyers. Upgrading doesn’t always mean you need a new boiler. Some plumbers 

dismiss older models because they aren’t familiar with them, so get more than one 

opinion. 

Cast iron radiators look attractive in a period home, but, to economise, you could 

reserve these for the ground-floor rooms that are on show, then use steel or 

aluminium models elsewhere. If you are investing in a new boiler, consider a combi 

option in houses of up to four bedrooms. A pressurised system is normally best in 

larger properties, or those with low incoming water pressure.  

A new boiler will cost you £2,000, or up to £10,000 if you include new pipework and 

radiators. New central heating could add £15,000 to the value of your home.  

7. Add an en suite bathroom 

En suite bathrooms are a desirable addition to any home, but be aware that for 

resale they do need to include a toilet, so you will need to consider the drainage. Be 

wary of compromising too much space in the bedroom or you will lose the 

impression of a luxury master suite, when what you want to do is know how to add 

value to your home. 

With a cost of £10,000, an en-suite will add up to £30,000 in value to your home. 

 



It can be possible to squeeze an en suite or bathroom into an existing bedroom, and 

still have a workable room where a bed can be placed. If you are doing this in a loft 

room, use the space where headroom is slightly lower for the foot end of a bath or 

for bathroom storage. 

On the ground floor, you may be able to make use of the area under the staircase for 

a toilet. There might also be room on a large landing to squeeze in a shower or extra 

cloakroom. 

New stud walls cost between £400 and £600 to install. You’ll need to factor in 

plumbing costs, which are around £500 each for a new sink, WC and shower. 

8. Turn a bedroom and box room into a master suite 

A master suite that combines sleeping, bathing and dressing areas is the ultimate 

must-have in a busy family home. Master suites are not only highly desirable, they’re 

also the perfect solution for repurposing an awkward set of rooms that don’t quite 

work as separate spaces. You needn’t combine three rooms into one, either – a 

cleverly planned dressing room (use our dressing room ideas feature to help), 

bathroom and bedroom within two existing rooms can work just as well. 

If yours is a period property, it is likely that there’s already a bedroom next to the 

master bedroom that you can knock through to, and use as the en suite/dressing 

room. Or, if you have a large landing, you may be able to erect a partition and 

doorway to make a small lobby leading to both rooms. 

Expect to pay between £400 and £600 for a new partition wall. An installed 

bathroom suite will cost upwards of £3,000. Budget around £2,000 for fitted 

furniture.  

9. Repurpose a spare bedroom 

Give an underused spare bedroom a definite purpose – whether as a games room or 

a home office idea – to create a useful space. Designing a home office will require 

careful planning: you'll need plenty of sockets, a phone line and an internet 

connection. The same will apply for a games or hobbies room. 

How to create a home gym? For starters, you'll need sockets for equipment, perhaps 

a TV and sound system, plus good ventilation. 

IV. 5 Secrets to Keep Your Painted Walls 
Looking Fresh 



1. Dust your way to clean walls. In most rooms, the easiest way to get rid of the 

dust, dirt, and cobwebs that shorten the life of your paint is to run a microfiber dust 

cloth (such as Swiffer) on a long-handled sweeper over your walls every couple of 

months. You don’t need to take down pictures or move furniture. Areas that are 

covered don’t get very dirty—and they don’t show anyway. Don’t forget the ceiling; 

despite gravity, some airborne dust collects there. It shouldn’t take you more than 10 

or 15 minutes to do an entire room. Vacuuming with a soft brush works, too, and so 

does Grandma’s solution: a clean, white cloth wrapped around the head of a broom. 

 

2. Wash kitchen and bath walls. Remove the residues of cooking and steamy 

showers by washing the painted areas of kitchen and bathroom walls at least once 

every year. Do other rooms, too, if they are regularly used by children or a smoker or 

have a fireplace or wood-burning stove. Start from the bottom. Rub gently with a 

natural sponge and a soap and water solution Wash and rinse a small area, then 

move up and do an area that partially overlaps what you’ve already cleaned. Dry the 

wall with an old towel. Don’t forget to wash woodwork as well. 

3. Make your own wall-washing soap. Homemade soap mixtures do a great job 

cleaning painted walls. Both of these mixtures are inexpensive, simple to make, and 

at least as good as commercially available cleaners. 

• Mix 1 cup of borax and 2 tablespoons of dishwashing liquid in 1 gallon of warm 

water. You’ll find borax in the cleaning-products aisle at the supermarket. 

• Mix 1 cup of ammonia and 1 teaspoon of dishwashing liquid in 1 gallon of water. 

4. Test painted walls before cleaning them. It’s safe to wash glossy and semigloss 

paint, which are commonly used in kitchens and baths and on woodwork. Most 

modern flat and satin paint are also washable, but always test them in an 

inconspicuous spot. If paint chalks off on your sponge, don’t wash that paint. Never 

wash with trisodium phosphate (TSP) except when you are about to repaint; it dulls 

the finish. 



5. Wash high-traffic areas. Even if you don’t need to wash an entire room, the 

areas around switches and thermostats may need an occasional washing. And so 

does that area behind the sofa where somebody’s hair leaves a greasy spot. Dust 

and dirt also tend to accumulate on walls behind TVs or other electronics and above 

radiators or heating grates. If dusting doesn’t get rid of them, wash the area. 

V. How To Clean White Walls 

When it comes to housekeeping, most people concentrate on the floor, countertops, 

and other similar surfaces. White walls are frequently overlooked because removing 

dirt and stains from the surface is time-consuming and a bit risky. 

The surface of the walls can be easily damaged if you use harsh chemicals or 

inappropriate tools and methods. As a result, you must discover some methods for 

cleaning the walls safely. 

 

Stains or dirty patches on the rental property’s walls can be a matter of conflict with 

the landlord. So, when the time comes to move, hire professionals who provide the 

best vacate cleaning Perth. The experts will spot clean the walls to help you get your 

bond money back. However, if you want to do it yourself but don’t know how, you’ll 

need the right knowledge. 

Read on to know how to clean white walls. 

Cleaning Latex Paint 

If you have this type of paint on your walls, try the following steps: 



 

 Prepare the room for cleaning. Take down all artwork, pictures, and other 

items from a wall. Clear the area around the walls. For example, move 

furniture away from the walls. While dusting, cover your floor with a tarp to 

catch any dust or debris that falls. 

 Dust the walls. Take a broom and wrap it in a towel. Wipe the walls from top 

to bottom with your broom. Make an effort to reach into corners and remove 

cobwebs. 

 Warm water and a mild all-purpose cleaner are recommended. Always use a 

gentle cleaner. The lighter and cleaner the white walls, the better. Dip a 

sponge in warm water after mixing a small amount of your cleaner into it. 

Wipe dirt, debris, and fingerprints off the walls with the sponge. 

 Be cautious around power outlets. Before cleaning near outlets and phone 

jacks, wring out your sponge. Using too much water can be dangerous. Avoid 

cleaning too close to power outlets. If you need to scrub these outlets, turn off 

your circuit breaker first. 

 Clean your walls. After you’ve thoroughly cleaned your walls, empty your 

bucket. Clear water should be used to replace the dirty water. Fill a clean 

sponge halfway with water. To rinse the walls, swab them with clean water. 

Again, be cautious around electrical outlets. Cleaning walls is one of 

those cleaning tasks better left to the professionals. 

Cleaning Oil-Based Paint 

Oil-based paint is easier to wipe but you cannot take it for granted. Follow these 

steps to get the job done. 



 

 Prepare the room for cleaning. Remove any items that are hung on the wall, 

such as artwork and photographs. Move furniture away from the walls, such 

as desks and sofas. Place a tarp on the floor to catch any dirt or debris that 

falls while dusting the walls. 

 Clean the dust off your walls. Wrap a towel around the broom’s handle. Wipe 

down the walls from top to bottom with the broom. Pay close attention to the 

corners, which may have excess dust or cobwebs. 

 Make a detergent-vinegar solution. In a quart of warm water, dissolve a 

teaspoon of dish detergent. Then stir in a quarter cup of vinegar. 

 Use the vinegar mixture to clean your walls. Wipe your walls down with a rag 

or sponge. Gently wipe the walls to remove dirt, dust, grime, and fingerprints. 

 Degreaser should be used to target difficult areas. Degreaser can be 

purchased at a hardware or department store. This is used to remove tough 

stains from white walls, such as grease stains. These are frequently found in 

kitchens. To clean your white walls, use the degreaser as directed on the 

package. 

 Before cleaning around outlets, wring out your sponge. If the paint near the 

outlets is dirty, you may need to clean them. Before cleaning near outlets, 

wring out your sponge to remove the majority of the excess water. If any 

outlets require a thorough cleaning, turn off the circuit breaker. 

 Clean your walls. Fill a bucket halfway with clean water. Wipe down the walls 

with a clean sponge or rag dipped in water. Clear away any excess cleaner 

and residue. Continue wiping the walls until the water runs clear. It is one of 

the golden rules of cleaning by experts. 

Maintaining Clean Walls 

There are some very easy ways to maintain the cleanliness of your white walls. 



 

 Regularly dust your walls. Dust your walls every time you clean. You can use 

a broom and a towel to clean your walls, or you can lightly vacuum them with 

your vacuum’s detachable broom brush. White walls can be kept clean by 

dusting them on a regular basis. To get the best result, contact trained 

cleaners who offer professional vacate cleaning Perth. 

 Keep moisture away from your walls. Moisture can make your walls dirty or 

even mouldy. White walls in areas such as the kitchen or bathroom require 

additional moisture protection. After showering, always wipe down the walls. 

Purchase a water repellent from a local department store and apply it to the 

walls. 

 Smudges can be removed with plain water as they appear. Remove smudges 

from walls as soon as they appear with a small amount of warm water. If you 

target sponges quickly, they should be easy to remove. Make a habit of 

wiping away smudges as soon as you notice them to keep dirt and grime from 

accumulating on your walls. 

Even if this is your first time removing dirt and stains from white walls, it does not 

have to be a difficult task. All you have to do is follow the steps outlined above. 

Contact professionals who provide reliable vacate cleaning in Perth if you want to 

avoid the stress and hassle of cleaning the walls and other surfaces. They have the 

ability to make your walls appear spotless. 

CONCLUSION 

But the good news is that achieving the look you want is easier than you think. You 

can put yourself ahead of the game by having the fundamentals of your design in 

place. That will help you to achieve the look you want. After that, all you have to do is 

maintain it. To help get that ball rolling here are on-trend styling secrets that will help 

you design the space you've always dreamed of. 
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